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Know someone who needs to break up with his girl but hasn't yet because he’s 

either scared, nervous, or simply doesn't know how to go about it?  

Forward him this guide and help a brother out!
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Relationships always start out great. You can’t get her off your mind. The two of you are 

spending more and more time together. As things progress, you get closer. Maybe you move 

in together, maybe you start making big plans for future. That’s great. Nothing makes us 

happier than hearing that one of our guys has graduated into a stable life with the woman of 

his dreams.

But not every relationship has a storybook ending; If you’re reading this PDF right now, 

there’s a very good chance that you’re at least thinking that the two of you might have hit the 

end of the line. 

Breaking up isn’t just hard emotionally. It can be hard logistically. It’s not exactly the type of 

thing that they teach in schools. What’s more, you might have always been on the receiving 

end of a breakup in the past, leaving with you with no idea of how to initiate a breakup. 

Make no mistake about it: Breaking up with a woman is one of the hardest things that you can 

do as an adult man. The longer you wait to do it, the harder it is going to be. 

What’s more, you should remember that every situation is different and that there are no 

“cookie cutter” ways to break up with women. We’re here to provide tips, but when it comes 

to your individual situation, you have to make the final call. One way to make sure things go 

bad is to not treat your girlfriend like she’s an individual. 
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After all, that’s what all this 
“learning how to meet women” stuff is about.

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  

If you've gotten this guide forwarded from a friend, then it means you've got some good buddies 
looking out for you.  If you dig this and want the other free resources from The Art of Charm,

Click here to sign uphttps://theartofcharm.leadpages.net/ars-lp-breakup-ebook/

https://theartofcharm.leadpages.net/ars-lp-breakup-ebook/


 
 

 

We get it: Breaking up can be terrifying. It doesn’t matter if you’re an old hand at this or 

thinking about ending a relationship with the woman to whom you lost your virginity. It’s never 

going to be easy. You need to accept that before you can do anything else. 

You should also know that not all relationships are meant to last forever. A lot of men have a 

tendency to beat themselves up when their relationships run out of steam. Remember that it’s 

not a reflection of you that the two of you are breaking up: People change, relationships 

change and sometimes the better decision is to end things. 

However, The Art of Charm has a number of tips that are going to help you to overcome the 

difficulties that come along with breaking up with a woman. If you’re ready to break up or even 

just toying around with the idea, keep reading to find out how to cut your losses, minimize the 

damage and break up with a woman in the most respectful and mature way possible. 

Fixing things might not be an option. However, if you’re sufficiently invested in a relationship, 

you might owe it to yourself to try. The question about what you’re willing to do to fix things 

flows naturally into how you’ll feel if you don’t fix things. 

You might want to consider couples counseling. Remember, it might sound terrible at first, 

but is it more terrible than losing someone who is very special to you? Someone that you can’t 

ever really replace? We have a whole list of things here for when your relationship starts 

getting a little boring. Try those out and see if you can’t bring some of the spark back in. If all 

that’s wrong with your relationship is that things have gotten a little stale, it’s probably worth 

seeing what you can do to freshen things up before you walk away entirely. 

At the end of the day, no matter what you decide, you’ll have to take full responsibility for your 

actions: Whether it’s remaining in a miserable relationship, working things out, losing 

someone you care about or moving on and leaving something that’s over in the past. 
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Is it time to break up?

What am I willing to do to fix things?

  

 

 
  

  
 

 

  
 



If you want to break up with a woman, you owe it to her and yourself alike to be responsible 

and respectful about it. Remember, women talk about guys. Don’t give her any ammunition 

when she goes to gripe to her friends -- or at least any more than she already has. Instead, 

erron the side of gentlemanly caution. 

Remember, the way that you do one thing is the way that you do everything. So breakup with 

your girl in the most honorable way possible. You’ll be glad you did. On the other hand, if you 

take the cheap way out, you’ll be kicking yourself over it, whether or not there’s any actual 

blowback in your direction. 

When it comes to ending a relationship, timing is very important. Men have observed the 

period beginning two weeks before Thanksgiving and going until a week after Valentine’s Day 

as the “no breakup zone.” This isn’t a bad idea. Avoiding birthdays, anniversaries and other 

significant days in your life is another good piece of advice. Reason being, if you end a 

relationship around this time, there’s a good chance you’re going to think about your ex every 

time that occasion rolls around. You don’t want to ruin a perfectly good birthday celebration 

with flashing back to your ex, whether what you remember is great times or terrible ones. 

The longer your relationship is, the harder the breakup is going to be, so you want to get it 

done sooner rather than later. If you need to pick an arbitrary day of the week, some 

anecdotal evidence that we’ve collected at The Art of Charm is the Monday is the best day of 

the week for a breakup. 
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How to break up responsibly

Timing is everything

ALWAYS TAKE THE HIGH ROAD. YOU’LL BE GLAD YOU DID

Remember: There’s no “good” time to do it: 
There are only times that are less bad than others.



Where to do a breakup? The less public a place, the better. A public place can quickly create a 

huge scene -- something that’s ultimately going to be very embarrassing for the both of you. 

Places that you should never choose as a breakup location include:

See also, “The Workplace.”
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The workplace

Location, Location, Location

Weddings

In a car

At school

Either of your apartments: 
The problem with this level of privacy is that you two can start “making up” when you 

really don’t want to, which leads to make up sex, which leads to another month of 

misery for you or both of you. 

Remember what we said about public places? These are three of the worst public 

places where you can stage a breakup. Mostly because it doesn’t get much more 

public than this, but also because it’s not a good place for communication in general; 

There’s a lot going on that’s going to make getting your point across rather difficult.

This is just an awkward place to make things happen. Besides, no matter whose car 

it is, it’s someone’s home turf. What’s more, it’s going to be a long car ride home if 

you do it anywhere but someone’s garage. 

There’s a good chance -- a very good chance -- that you’re going to ruin whoever’s 

wedding it is by choosing to air out the dirty laundry here. Don’t do it. 

This means hers or yours. When it comes to finding the right breakup spot, it really 

doesn’t get any worse than this. 

In a restaurant, club or bar: 



So what’s the perfect place to break up? Honestly, a quiet coffee shop near her place. You don’t 

want too much of an audience, but you do want neutral territory. You can use some of the options 

above (apartments and cars, for example), but remember to plan for the specific detriments 

involved in breaking up those places. 

If you use our example of a coffee shop local to her, this is a good breakdown on how to get 
through it relatively painlessly:

That’s it! Of course, it’s a lot easier said than done and there’s still more you need to know, or else we 

wouldn’t have made an entire (OK, a pretty short) book on the subject. Keep reading to learn more 

about how to make your next breakup the ‘best’ breakup you ever go through. 
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If you have to tell her that you’re breaking up, you’re involved enough that a phone call or a 

text isn’t the right way to do it.

 
Be firm about this and do not backtrack. Get right to the point and don’t beat around the 

bush. 

Try and put yourself in her shoes. You need to be clear about why it’s ending, but you don’t 

have to hurt her feelings in the process. 

This is part of being firm and not backtracking. Write things down and if you’re having trouble 

coming up with specific examples, talk to someone you trust who can help you to clarify and 

articulate your feelings. 

Leave money on the table to cover both of your drinks, stand up and walk out. Exit with 

decorum.

(hey, it happens to the best of us) wait until you’re out of her sight to do this. 

1.  Always do it in person

2.  Tell her that it’s over. 

3.  Be honest, but sensitive. 

4.  Be prepared to back up your reasons. 

5.  Once the conversation is over, there’s no need to linger.

6.  If you’re going to cry 

How to handle the breakup



One thing that you have to worry about is how she’s going to react. Breaking up is always painful, 

especially when you’re on the receiving end. Here are some ways that your now ex-girlfriend might 

respond to your breaking up with her and how you should respond. 

She’s obviously going to have some questions. These might or might not be designed to get 

you to stay together with her. Either way, you should anticipate any questions that she might 

have and have the right answers for them. Answer them calmly and logically, without 

belittling her or being condescending. Remember, it’s important to always take the high 

road.
 

You totally need to be prepared for the very real possibility that your now ex is going to start 

crying in the middle of the restaurant. Give her comfort as best you can without being 

physical. Show that you still regard her feelings even though you don’t want to keep the 

relationship going. Do not allow the crying to change your decision or cloud your judgment. 

There’s also a good chance that she’s going to try and argue with you in an attempt to make 

you change your mind. Stick to your guns, let her know your reasons and be clear with her 

that you’re definitely not changing your mind, that your decision is final and that it’s going 

to stand. 

If she says she’s going to change, don’t buy it. Chances are good that you’ve talked to her 

about all this stuff many times before. She’s had enough time to make changes. She’s not 

going to magically start changing now after you’ve asked her to a bunch of times before. She 

might even start begging. Again, much like with crying, don’t let yourself be swayed by 

emotion. You’ve made your decision. If you don’t stick to it you will regret it later. 

Rejection is hard. It can make some people very hostile and aggressive. She might lash out, 

become insulting or abusive. Don’t respond in kind. Remember what we said: Always take the 

high road. If she threatens you in any way, it’s probably not a bad idea to contact the 

authorities. 
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Crying

Arguing: 

Bargaining:  

Abusiveness: 

How she might react and what to do about it

Questioning??



Remember, the important thing is to hold your ground. Don’t let her manipulate you into 

staying in a relationship that doesn’t make you happy. Once you’ve made the decision to end 

things, you need to stick to your guns. 

The point here isn’t that “girls are crazy.” It’s just that anyone can easily get very emotional 

when they feel like they’re being rejected. In any case, you might even be surprised: She 

might feel the same way as you at this point. If things are going south, it’s probably not a 

secret. 

There’s a tendency when you break up with a person to want to give them a laundry list of 

things that are “wrong” with them. Don’t. They’re not going to listen. All it’s going to do is 

frustrate you and complicate things. 

Instead, talk in very clear terms about why the relationship isn’t working for you at the 

moment. What does that look like?

After all, who knows better what you need from a relationship than you? It acknowledges that 

you are a certain way and that you’re okay with it, without demanding that she alter herself 

to suit your needs. 

The point is to not put the blame on her, but you also don’t want to be a martyr. You want 

to be objective, without placing too much weight on either party. 

She’ll tell you that she’s not like that at all. What’s more, this puts the blame on her, rather 

than recognizing that this totally might be a “it’s not you, it’s me,” type situation.
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Focus on yourself

don’t say

“ You’re clingy and insecure.”

Instead say

“ I need a lot of freedom and independence in my relationships.”



We spoke a bit above about how you need to think about what you need to say in advance. 

You might even want to write some of these things down so that you have them at the ready 

when you go to do the deed. What’s more, you’re going to want to block out the amount of 

time that you want to spend making the breakup happen. 

You should expect to spend at least one hour breaking up, and more if the relationship were 

longer than a year. 

The reason for setting a time limit isn’t to be callous about things. Rather, it’s to keep the 

conversation from dragging on longer than it needs to. This is really the only time it’s 

acceptable to lie during the breakup: Telling her that you have a family or work obligation to 

go to when the time limit is up is the best way to get yourself out of there when it’s that time. 

When you’re having a breakup with someone, your emotions are not your friend. You’re going 

to want to keep them in check. 

Seeming too psyched on a breakup can make you seem like a bit of a jerk. Instead, you 

want to maintain an even temper, one that’s serious, straightforward and even maybe 

a little bit “professional.”

Some people do not handle rejection well. Things get even worse when you’re ending 

a relationship that might span a year or more. Don’t be surprised if she gets upset or 

acts out. 

Put differently, don’t bring up breaking up when you two are having an argument. Save 

it for a serious talk when you’re sure that it’s what you really want to do. 
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Emotions Are Not Your Friend

Plan Ahead

Don’t seem too happy

Don’t be reactive 

Don’t use breaking up as a bargaining chip
breaking 

up



This is where things get sticky and why I advise men to think very carefully about moving in 

with their girlfriends. However, if you’re already living with your girl, this advice isn’t going to 

do you a lot of good. You need to know how to break up with a woman that you’re living with, 

not hear about how you moved in together too quickly. 

First and foremost, you need to have a place to go stay until things are settled. This is true 

even if you’re the one keeping the apartment. You might want to move as much of your stuff 

into storage or to your new place as you can while things shake out. 

Think about role-playing the whole scenario with a female friend, who might be far more 

receptive to that idea than you think. Make sure that this is someone who knows you well, as 

well as someone who is socially aware and knows your partner. having a bit of practice will 

help things go as smoothly as possible.

Sometimes you’re both in a situation where you’re sharing an apartment neither of you can 

pay for on your own. In such an event, I urge you to move out and find a new place anyway. 

Otherwise, you’re going to be stuck in an apartment with someone you can’t live with. If you 

can find a new place, so can she. Your landlord will likely be all right with the two of you 

moving out under these circumstances. In a worst-case scenario he might keep your deposit. 

In my estimation, that’s a small price to pay for getting out of an unlivable situation. 

If you have joint bills, like utilities or phone bills, get those split up and sorted as quickly as 

possible. It’s not what all or even most women are going to do, but you wouldn’t be the first 

guy in the history of the world to have a woman calling Australia for hours at a time on his 

dime. 

After the breakup is over, just sit with it for a bit. Let it sink in. Let it settle. Don’t feel like you 

have to untag yourself or delete all the pictures of the two of you together or change your 

status on your Facebook. In fact, you might want to give this a week or two (or more) before 

you actually do that. Remember, people are watching you and how you move after a breakup 

says a lot about you as a person. You want to be firm and resolute, but you also want to be 

considerate of your ex and cognizant of how others are viewing you. 
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What if we live together?

What to do afterwards
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Other advice for after the breakup is over? 

No contact: 

Note that “no contact” means “no contact.” Don’t chat with her on Facebook. Certainly 

don’t get together to hang out with her. I even think it’s a bad idea to lurk around her 

social media, trying to see what she’s been up to. Reason being, a lot of what she’s 

saying she’s doing is going to be tailored to provoke a reaction. Just try and put her out 

of your mind for a few weeks. It might sound cold, but it’s the best course of action for 

the both of you. 

NO CONTACT: 

Seriously. No calls. No emails. No talks. No liking or commenting on anything that she 

posts. Stay away. Stay far, far away. You don’t have to never talk to her again, but you 

do need to take an appropriate amount of time (weeks or months, not days) to allow 

each of you the distance that you need right now. 

Proactive avoidance: 

Unless we’ve made this point unclear, no contact also means actively avoiding places 

that you know she hangs out in. You might have to rearrange your life a little bit in the 

short term, but in the long term it’s going to be best for you.
 

No breakup sex: 

A lot of guys think that it’s a great idea to have sex with a girl one last time before they 

take off. Nothing could be further from the truth. A breakup is bad enough. She doesn’t 

need the added frustration, confusion and false hope of one last roll in the hay. 

No false hope: 

While we’re on the subject, you shouldn’t be giving her false hope of any kind in the 

event that you do, for whatever reason, end up speaking to her. Don’t tell her that maybe 

you can get together again some day. Don’t tell her that you want to give it another try 

sometime at a later date. Don’t tell her that you want to take a break or that you need 

space when what you really want is for the relationship to be over, forever. 

Keep Things Private: 

Don’t announce your breakup on Facebook. Make sure that your friends who are in on it 

know to keep their mouths shut about it to. The only people who need to know what 

happened are people that you tell. Anyone who wants to pry into it certainly doesn’t 

deserve to know. 



Once the breakup is over, you need to start working on getting over it. This is the type of 

process that requires active attention on your part. Avoiding her and not having any contact 

is a great start, but it’s not the whole battle. Some other things that you need to do to help 

you get over your breakup sooner rather than later include:
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Getting over your breakup

No contact: 

Note that “no contact” means “no contact.” Don’t chat with her on Facebook. Certainly 

don’t get together to hang out with her. I even think it’s a bad idea to lurk around her 

social media, trying to see what she’s been up to. Reason being, a lot of what she’s 

saying she’s doing is going to be tailored to provoke a reaction. Just try and put her out 

of your mind for a few weeks. It might sound cold, but it’s the best course of action for 

the both of you. 

NO CONTACT: 

Seriously. No calls. No emails. No talks. No liking or commenting on anything that she 

posts. Stay away. Stay far, far away. You don’t have to never talk to her again, but you 

do need to take an appropriate amount of time (weeks or months, not days) to allow 

each of you the distance that you need right now. 

Proactive avoidance: 

Unless we’ve made this point unclear, no contact also means actively avoiding places 

that you know she hangs out in. You might have to rearrange your life a little bit in the 

short term, but in the long term it’s going to be best for you.
 

No breakup sex: 

A lot of guys think that it’s a great idea to have sex with a girl one last time before they 

take off. Nothing could be further from the truth. A breakup is bad enough. She doesn’t 

need the added frustration, confusion and false hope of one last roll in the hay. 

No false hope: 

While we’re on the subject, you shouldn’t be giving her false hope of any kind in the 

event that you do, for whatever reason, end up speaking to her. Don’t tell her that maybe 

you can get together again some day. Don’t tell her that you want to give it another try 

sometime at a later date. Don’t tell her that you want to take a break or that you need 

space when what you really want is for the relationship to be over, forever. 

Keep Things Private: 

Don’t announce your breakup on Facebook. Make sure that your friends who are in on it 

know to keep their mouths shut about it to. The only people who need to know what 

happened are people that you tell. Anyone who wants to pry into it certainly doesn’t 

deserve to know. 

There is literally no better time for self-improvement than after a breakup. It helps you 

get over things by giving you some place to put your energy. Take a class, join a sports 

league, take up a new hobby or spend more time on old ones that you’ve been 

neglecting, go on vacation by yourself or with your buds, call some old friends that you 

haven’t seen in a while. All of these are investing time in yourself and that is always a 

form of self-improvement. 

A lot of people tend to reach out to people that they haven’t talked to in a long time 

after a breakup. It’s a great way to help yourself get over things. Talking things out 

with friends or family, whether you need to reach out to them and get closer is a great 

way to process your feelings. Remember: Good friends and family don’t care what your 

ex’s side is. Just yours. The other side of this is to remember not to badmouth your ex 

to her friends. 

Everyone breaks up at least once in their life. You’ll get through it. You’ll get over it. 

The pain will fade eventually and you’ll have completely moved on. When things get 

the toughest, you need to remember this. It might sound basic, but it will definitely 

help you to get through the tougher points. Believe other people when they tell you 

this, too!

You probably don’t want to start dating right away, but you do want to start getting out 

there and meeting new people. This will help you to not dwell on the breakup anymore 

than you have to. Make connections, get together with old friends and try to make new 

ones. Fewer things are going to help you get past the pain of a particularly bad 

breakup than this. 

Self-improvement: 

Get closer to your friends and family: 

Acceptance is king
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Always make sure

are you sure?

There is literally no better time for self-improvement than after a breakup. It helps you 

get over things by giving you some place to put your energy. Take a class, join a sports 

league, take up a new hobby or spend more time on old ones that you’ve been 

neglecting, go on vacation by yourself or with your buds, call some old friends that you 

haven’t seen in a while. All of these are investing time in yourself and that is always a 

form of self-improvement. 

A lot of people tend to reach out to people that they haven’t talked to in a long time 

after a breakup. It’s a great way to help yourself get over things. Talking things out 

with friends or family, whether you need to reach out to them and get closer is a great 

way to process your feelings. Remember: Good friends and family don’t care what your 

ex’s side is. Just yours. The other side of this is to remember not to badmouth your ex 

to her friends. 

Everyone breaks up at least once in their life. You’ll get through it. You’ll get over it. 

The pain will fade eventually and you’ll have completely moved on. When things get 

the toughest, you need to remember this. It might sound basic, but it will definitely 

help you to get through the tougher points. Believe other people when they tell you 

this, too!

You probably don’t want to start dating right away, but you do want to start getting out 

there and meeting new people. This will help you to not dwell on the breakup anymore 

than you have to. Make connections, get together with old friends and try to make new 

ones. Fewer things are going to help you get past the pain of a particularly bad 

breakup than this. 

So now you know the ins and outs of how to manage a breakup. You know how to minimize 

the damage to both yourself and your now ex-girl. You know how to comport yourself in the 

manner of a gentlemen. Now it’s time to bring things full circle and leave you with the 

question you need to ask yourself before you take things any further:

The point here isn’t to second guess yourself into staying in a relationship that’s making you 

miserable. The point is to remind you that you’re about to make a decision that’s going to 

inform the rest of your life and the next few weeks and months more than anything. You need 

to give it a good long think and make sure that this is absolutely what you want to do. A quick 

checklist of things to think about while you sort out whether or not this is the right course of 

action for you:

Meet new people: 

Think about the reasons that you are unhappy in the relationship. Don’t focus on what 

she is doing wrong. Focus on what is not working for you. You’re going to have to 

communicate this if and when you break up, so it’s probably a good idea to spend most 

of your time here.
 

If you want to break up because you want a little bit of a break, remember that when 

that time comes she might not be as interested in that as you are. Always go into a 

breakup with the idea that it’s total, final and irrevocable. Doing anything else is going 

to run the risk of making a decision that isn’t right for you that will hurt twice as much 

later. 

If the answer to that question is yes, then by all means, proceed. If there’s any doubt 

in your mind, you might not just be ready to breakup. Still, start asking yourself what 

needs to happen for the relationship to be more fulfilling to you. 

Related to this: Ask yourself what things are going to be like for you in a week and then 

a month and then three months if you two break up. How are things going to change in 

your life? Breaking up today might seem really hard, but if it means that things are 

going to be better for you in the long run, you owe it to yourself to do it. 

On the same token, this is why you should think about breaking up from a calm, cool 

and collected mindset. After all, the only thing worse than staying in a relationship 

that’s making you miserable for too long is ending a relationship that makes you 

happy. Always take time to consider a decision like this. 



After you’ve ended a relationship and you’re back on your feet it’s the perfect time to start 

investing in yourself and getting the skills that will help you to go on more and better dates. 

The Art of Charm specializes into making ordinary guys into extraordinary men. Do you want 

to take your social life to the next level? Have you been dreaming big in your last relationship 

about what you’re going to do when it’s over? The Art of Charm can help you make those 

dreams come true. 

Check out                                             where AJ and Jordan Harbinger give you all the tips 

that you need to live a classy, high value life in the modern world, from meeting women to 

landing the career of your dreams. When you’re ready, give us a call for a free strategy 

session where we can talk about where you are, where you want to be and how The Art of 

Charm is going to help get you there. 
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Now that you’re apart

Think about the reasons that you are unhappy in the relationship. Don’t focus on what 

she is doing wrong. Focus on what is not working for you. You’re going to have to 

communicate this if and when you break up, so it’s probably a good idea to spend most 

of your time here.
 

If you want to break up because you want a little bit of a break, remember that when 

that time comes she might not be as interested in that as you are. Always go into a 

breakup with the idea that it’s total, final and irrevocable. Doing anything else is going 

to run the risk of making a decision that isn’t right for you that will hurt twice as much 

later. 

If the answer to that question is yes, then by all means, proceed. If there’s any doubt 

in your mind, you might not just be ready to breakup. Still, start asking yourself what 

needs to happen for the relationship to be more fulfilling to you. 

Related to this: Ask yourself what things are going to be like for you in a week and then 

a month and then three months if you two break up. How are things going to change in 

your life? Breaking up today might seem really hard, but if it means that things are 

going to be better for you in the long run, you owe it to yourself to do it. 

On the same token, this is why you should think about breaking up from a calm, cool 

and collected mindset. After all, the only thing worse than staying in a relationship 

that’s making you miserable for too long is ending a relationship that makes you 

happy. Always take time to consider a decision like this. 

The bottom line question is

: Am I going to be happier if this relationship comes to an end? “ Am I going to be happier if this relationship comes to an end? ”

Click here to sign uphttps://theartofcharm.leadpages.net/ars-lp-breakup-ebook/

http://pickuppodcast.com/

https://theartofcharm.leadpages.net/ars-lp-breakup-ebook/

